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Abstract—In order to contain infectious diseases, public health
policies suggest measures to minimise the threats of various risky
behaviours. Examples of these measures are the use of condoms
for the sexually overactive populations and clean needles for
drug addicted users. Computer users that tend to explore various
thematic areas (adult sites, warez - pirated software, celebrities
and wallpapers) of the World Wide Web have more probabilities
to encounter malware problems than others. In this paper we
present the C HAPERONE content filtering web proxy, which is
able to semantically analyse web sites and automatically adjust
its security level accordingly. Sites with questionable, arguable
or suspicious content are never blocked but treated differently
from the rest of the sites, as they often represent the source of
various security infringements.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The problem of malicious software (malware) exists for
more than 25 years [1]. The reason that the research community is unable to tackle this problem lies in the evolutionary
nature of digital threats. New species of malcode adapt to
the developments in Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) so as to survive and use the environment at
their benefit. Characteristic examples of these new trends are
rapid malcode capable of infecting the susceptible population
in less than 10 minutes according to empirical evidence [2]
and theoretic Flash worms that are able to penetrate most
vulnerable systems in less than one minute or according to
latest research in few milliseconds [3], [4], [5]. Clearly this
approach utilizes upgrades to the global network infrastructure
and the corresponding significant increase of the available
bandwidth per user via the DSL, cable, satellite or 3 G connections. Other forms of malware have found their own role,
or niche in the new generation of mobile devices [6], [7], [8]
such as cellular devices, smart phones, PDAs etc. The most
significant increase of malicious acts has found fertile grounds
in the wide adaption of the Internet, both geographically and
demographically. As a result the overwhelming majority of
users is not aware even for the most fundamentals of computer
security [9]. These users are almost exclusively the victims of
phishing attacks and other computer related scams [10].
Most importantly, novice or naive home users tend to
engage in various activities that are prone to security incidents.
These activities include the interaction with web servers with
questionable content (pornography, hacking, activism) or the
uncontrolled downloading of software. Furthermore, other

users try to deliberately obtain software via illegal means
(e.g. warez, torrents). Although some of these activities raise
various ethical or even legal issues (downloading pirated
software), the majority of them are legal in most western
countries. On the other hand even a legal activity (e.g. adult
pornography), isn’t necessarily widely considered a remarkable or at least socially acceptable behavior. Therefore most
users would not openly discuss or report possible problems
they may encounter in similar websites. The number of adult
web-pages (more than 245.000.000 google results for the word
“porn”) indicates the great interest for similar content. A
number of these sites operate on subscription basis, whereas
others seem to be free [11]. Recent research confirms that a
significant part of these “free”’ sites hosts a sufficient number
of the general malware activity [12].

Current security applications strive to improve their detection techniques in order to identify and eliminate the new
threats resulting in a continuing arms race between malware
writers and security researchers, which will not end in the
predictable future. The advances in antiviral technology are
mostly focused on technical approaches that extend and enhance the two most prominent techniques, namely signature
matching and behavioral analysis [13], [14], [15]. In other
words most of the efforts against malcode employ technological means only and treat the cyberspace as a flat environment where all the threats are homogeneously distributed.
This paper proposes a personal web proxy which is able
to identify risky on line behavior and autonomously adapt
hardened security measures. On the other hand during normal
browsing activity the browser operates with normal security
settings. The system during its operation doesn’t require any
manual intervention on the user’s part, though some optional
informative messages about the security status of the browser
are available. In Section II we present the related work both
in computer security and in other related scientific fields.
Section III demonstrates a working prototype and explains
its architectural and technical details, while Section IV discusses the benefits and the shortcomings of our methodology.
Section IV describes possible additions to our system and
concludes this paper.

II. R ELATED W ORK
The theoretical foundation of our work lies in the area
of biosciences and epidemiology. These two scientific fields
provide excellent tools and methodologies to understand the
reasons that contribute to epidemics in the first place, and most
importantly to minimize the effects of infectious diseases - or
computer malcode in our context. It should not be overlooked
that the earlier forms of malicious software were in general described as “Computer Viruses” [16], [17], “Computer
Worms” [18] and “rabbits” [13], a fact that indicates the
semantic similarities between biological pathogens and malware. Researchers explored the analogies of computer malcode
and various agents of biological diseases [19]. Other efforts
utilized biological concepts to contain malware. Some of them
are trying to mimic the functionality of the immunological
system [20], [21], [22], [23], [24] or the operations of specific
cells of the human body [25], [26]. A more general approach is
based on the discrimination between health and sickness [27].
Complementarily, other researchers utilized epidemiological
models to capture the propagation dynamics of rapid malcode [28], [29], [30], [31], [32]
Closer to our previous [33], [34] and current work are other
efforts [35] which are concentrated on public health policies
that are in place against major epidemics (Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome – AIDS) and propose equivalent public
policies for computer malware.
The technological means to achieve the proposed system
are mostly content filtering techniques. Though significant
work has be done in this area, both in centralized [36] or
collaborative filtering systems [37], the main target is to block
the access to specific web locations. This is done either for
ethical, legal, statutory or compliance reasons. Even though
these technologies were put in place strictly for security
reasons, they result in a boolean accept/deny decision. Though
this might seem reasonable for large enterprises, home users
on the other hand do not want to abolish the right to visit any
web page they find interesting or entertaining. Therefore we
believe that our approach is unique as it is based on public
health theory and practise.
III. D ESIGN & I MPLEMENTATION
C HAPERONE is a content filtering web proxy1 . In Figure 1,
a User attempts to access a suspicious web site (http://www.
malware.net/). C HAPERONE acts as mediator between the web
browser and the actual content of the web site. It scans the
downloaded content, passes it through a series of tests and
adjusts the security level of the browser accordingly. In this
way, the User can still access the desired content.
In most cases, mainstream security applications just forbid
the user to access the suspicious content. Therefore the users
try usually to override these security restrictions, and turn off
these facilities, risking even more the security of their system.
Many browsers (such as Microsoft Internet Explorer) already have security zoning integrated into their implementa1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proxy
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tion. Chaperone works in accordance with these infrastructures.
A. Architecture
The architecture of C HAPERONE is illustrated in Figure 2.
The system components are pretty straightforward to understand.
• HTTP Library A simple implementation of the HTTP
protocol, that downloads the content and forwards it to
the scanners.
• URL Blacklist Scanner Accepts as input the request’s
URL and attempts to validate it against C HAPERONE
blacklist.
• Keyword / Phrases Scanner In parallel with the URL
Blacklist Scanner this component scans the content of
each HTML page for suspicious keywords.
• Activity Monitor This mechanism maintains an archive
of browsing history. Both scanners update it and this is
the component that actually “decides” the security level
of the browser.
• Security Alerter The alerter component actually is the
only bridge of C HAPERONE with the outside world. It
enforces the browser to raise or lower its security levels
and informs the user about potential dangers.
B. Security Mechanisms
Figure 3 is a UML activity diagram that exhibits all the
phases of content scanning. These phases are: (1) URL scan,
(2) Content Scan, and (3) Screening.
Upon request, chaperone downloads the desired content and
perform a URL and Content scan. URL scanning includes

C. Practical Experience
The prototype implementation of C HAPERONE is a native
python program. Actually it is a modified version of the
publicly available munchy HTTP proxy2 . Our implementation
does not support the SOCKS protocol.
The list of the blacklisted URLs was obtained through
Blacklist.com3 and the phrases that we used for the keyword search in the HTML code were downloaded from http:
//contentfilter.futuragts.com/phraselists/.
The current C HAPERONE implementation works only with
Internet Explorer on Windows, since it provides the ability
to alter the security settings easily through the windows
registry. We suggest to remove the anti-phising mechanism
that the Internet Explorer provides as a standard feature with
version 7 and above. It corrupts the historical data of the
of C HAPERONE, since it makes HTTP requests to servers at
Microsoft to check if the URL is blacklisted and the system
is unable to distinguish calls between the security feature and
the actual user requests.
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searching of the web address of the remote address site against
a series of blacklisted URLs. Content scan analyses semantically the HTML code, and searches for specific keywords that
may characterize the page as dangerous for the security of the
system. In addition, C HAPERONE checks the MIME types of
the content and validates them against the actual files, thus
eliminating imposing threats masked as images etc.
When the scanning phase is complete, the system updates
its historical database. If the content is tagged as suspicious,
C HAPERONE raises the browser’s security level. Practically if
the security is raised to the highest level, ActiveX controls are
disabled, javascript execution is prevented and downloading
of content becomes more selective.
Even if the content is safe, the system checks its historical
data, and decides whether the system must operate in high
security level due to past activity regardless of the current
situation. The security levels will drop down to normal when
the user invokes a full system scan for malware in their system
with the traditional security mechanisms, such as antiviruses
etc.

Recent [38], [39] research confirms that the adversaries
that would create a phony site and upload desirable content
to it, have probably other intentions than to simply wreak
havoc. The more lucrative activities of cybercriminals such as
spamming, phishing, extortions, illegal content and counterfeit
software require a sufficient number of remotely controlled
systems, also known as zombies or bots to store and host
this content and serve their potential customers as well as
finding new victims to infect. Recent analysis [40] of modern
botnets reveals that malware writers embed highly advanced
techniques so as to avoid detection and in most cases to fight
back possible efforts to intercept or block the communications
of the botnet. The means to perform all these activities are
obviously the personal computers of unaware users which also
offer the important advantage that makes the identification and
prosecution even more difficult. Thus we observe that this
situation leads to a vicious cycle. An increased number of
initially infected systems would accelerate the overall progress
of the infection.
Practical epidemiologists seek measures that are helpful to
contain possible epidemics [41]. To succeed in that, they have
to accept that public health outweighs possible ethical or even
legal questions that may arise because of the behavior of
specific individuals or particular groups [42]. Therefore drug
addicts constantly get free syringes and needles in order to
avoid possible blood-transferred infections such as AIDS or
Hepatitis B and C, despite the fact that their drug addiction
exposes them to great danger and is illegal in some countries.
The rationale behind this counterintuitive practise lies in the
the fact it is not reasonable to expect that they will stop
obtaining drugs, because of the legal or moral consequences
of their acts. On the contrary, they will continue to pursue at
2 http://arctrix.com/nas/python/munchy.py
3 http://www.blacklist.com/

any cost their next dose. As a result they may soon became
carriers of dangerous contagious diseases if they don’t get
assistance to perform their activities in a safer way [43].
Another characteristic example is prostitution [42]. Though
the percentage of HIV-infected women that participate in
that activity is in most western countries small, because of
additional proactive measures (e.g. screening [44]), in the
developing countries the distribution of condoms in red light
districts proved effective to decrease the rate of new HIV infections [42]. The above-mentioned facts indicate the importance
to take some protective measures in risky environments.
The outcome of most recent medical studies confirms that
is much easier and more useful to convince people to modify
or slightly change their habits in order to be more safe than
to quit them and completely change their way of life [45]. We
start our work based on that particular assumption, and argue
that in order to maximize the effects of a computer public
health policy, the main effort should be given to computer
users. Empirical evidence [46] suggests that arguments against
certain activities that we described earlier would not change
the behavior of most users. Even strict measures that have
been put in practise in some countries [47], which among
other include jail sentences and high finess, did not eliminate
the traffic towards websites with questionable content. These
conditions force users to operate under a secrecy mode in
which it is highly improbable they would seek advise if they
encountered any problem. Even worse, if they use a non
personal system (work or family computer), they will try to
conceal their activity, which makes more difficult the timely
identification of a possible malware infection.
Current protection methodologies treat the whole World
Wide Web (WWW) as a flat area and therefore have a constant security policy. This leads us to the following problem:
the default security policy could be sufficient for most web
sites, but it may be either too strict for specific web based
applications (e-banking) or too relaxed for maliciously crafted
malware serving websites. As a result users that repeatedly
visit websites with arguable content that operate more or less
in a gray area have an increased probability of acquiring an
infection compared the rest. If a sufficient number of these
systems became infected, they would act as the carrier to
bring malware to many other users. In Epidemiology it is
well known that the number of the initially infected hosts is a
decisive factor regarding the appearance of an epidemic [48],
and that holds for Computer Epidemiology as well [3], [5],
[28]. It is therefore in the public’s best interest to keep the
number of infected users as low as possible, even if some
of them decided to demonstrate risky online behavior, which
includes also popular sites with socially accepted content
(wallpapers, screensavers, celebrities) that may host malware.
For that reason, as well as because of previous research on the
demographics of malware [12], we decided to automatically
increase the security level in these and other malware-rich
areas, in order to protect most non technical users.

V. AVAILABILITY
We believe that our work is not as restrictive as the
rigid enforcement of blacklisting rules in which the user is
prohibited to visit numerous web pages. On the contrary he or
she has to accept a minimal loss of functionality only during
the interaction with web sites with content that is generally
considered to be attracting malware. The Chaperone proxy
has been tested in various circumstances with no obvious
problems and can work adequately with all recent versions of
Internet Explorer (IE 6, IE 7 and IE 8) in modern Microsoft’s
operating systems (XP and Vista). On the other hand the
subject of our research is rather sensitive. We reasonably didn’t
explore the route of asking volunteers to provide us with data
of web activity in adult sites or in pirated software areas.
Instead we decided to make available this software under the
GPL licence and let any interested party evaluate it. Finally
we felt obliged to clarify that our system purposely doesn’t
provide any protection for web pages that might contain
child pornography as it is beyond any logical doubt one of
the gravest crimes in the civilized world and therefore the
perpetrators should be denied any possible technical assistance
nor we want to intervene with any law enforcement activities
that target paedophiles.
VI. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS AND F UTURE W ORK
Most users are not willing to accept any limitation or restriction in their web surfing habits and therefore will actively
seek to bypass any possible protective measure. We argue that
we are able, with the users’ consensus, to turn a restrictive
technology as blacklisting in to a protective framework by utilizing content filtering techniques. The use of widely available
blacklists could identify probable malware hot spots. We are
aware that numerous content filtering technologies are much
more effective than our simplistic URL filtering and regular expression pattern matching rules and we are planning to use
them in the near future. On the other hand we believe that
our effort to adapt long established public health techniques
in computer security is a step towards more resilient systems
in the face of evolving malware threats.
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